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ABSTRACT 

In the present scenario, Intellectual Property Rights (“IPR”) awareness forms a strong 

basis to different technological innovations and knowledge-based economy; there is no 

doubt that the importance of IPR is going to increase in the future endeavors of 

innovators. Perfume has been described as vocabulary of music. For the longest time in 

the history of IPR, the possibility of protecting a scent has been a debatable subject as 

discussed in various decisions of the European Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO), EU 

courts as well as foreign courts. Originality is the pillar on which IPR stands strong. IPR 

has the power to boost innovations, give recognition as well as economic benefits to 

innovators who are constantly attempting to make our lives easier. This article aims to 

address the issues of faced in copyright application of fragrance, smell, scent as well as 

perfume and shall highlight the appropriate scope of protection for perfume copyrights. 

The article begins with a brief introduction of fragrances and perfumes. Next, it 

scrutinizes for and against arguments for perfume copyright protection and the 

appropriate scope of such copyright protection. Third, it analyzes the recent Dutch and 

French decisions on perfume copyright protection and understands the two different set 

of approaches over the same dispute of perfume protection under IPR laws. Following 

the extensive issues and benefits of perfume copyright protection, the article will conclude 

that courts should recognize copyright protection in perfumes, but should also be careful 

to restrict such protections only to bottled perfumes so as not to unfairly create trade 

competition barriers in the perfume industry. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
IPR is a general term covering patents, copyright, trademark, industrial designs, geographical 

indications, protection of layout design of integrated circuits, and protection of undisclosed 

information (trade secrets). It refers to the product of a person's imagination and creativity 

and the rights of these people to control the use of their products.IPR refers to the legal 

ownership by a person or business of an invention/discovery attached to particular product or 

                                                      
1Author is a student at Pravin Gandhi College Of Law, India. 
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processes which protects the owner against unauthorized copying or imitation.”2India had its 

own separate laws on copyrights, patents, designs, and trademarks at the time of its 

independence in 1947. After joining WTO, the existing Indian laws on IPR were revised and 

new laws enacted in those areas of IPR where no law existed. The Indian laws on patents, 

copyrights, designs, trademarks, protection of geographical indications, protection of new 

plant varieties, and protection of IC-layout designs are compatible with the provisions of the 

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) under the 

WTO.3 

Perfume originates from the Latin word “per fumus”, which means “through smoke”. It is a 

substance created to provide a pleasant smell. It today made as a mixture of fragrant essential 

oils, aroma compounds, fixatives, and solvents but, in ancient times scents are produced by 

burning of incense and aromatic herbs.As the technology and chemistry developed, synthetic 

chemicals appeared and perfumes started being produced in huge bulk. Nitrobenzene was the 

first synthetic perfume and it was used for scenting soaps because it had the scent of almond. 

Other scents soon followed like synthetic violet, vanilla, lemon, and freshly cut grass. From 

these experiments grew perfumery as we know it today.4 

II. AN OVERVIEW 

Human beings are extremely sensitive to olfactory signs. A certain kind of smell can have a 

calming effect on the mind or trigger someone unknowingly. Before advocating for the 

inclusion of perfume copyright laws in our legal system, one must understand that fragrance 

as a subject matter cannot be only restricted to high-luxury brands such as Burberry, Dior, or 

Gucci. The fragrance includes every smell right from that of detergents, soaps, washing 

powder to the scent of expensive perfume. Any law enacted as a provision to protect 

fragrance will have the same application universally for fragrance in every sense, provided 

they fulfill the essentials of originality.  

Cologne, Perfume, or Eau de Toilette is a cosmetic product used by millions of people all 

over the world. In the manufacturing business, which is constantly updating its technology, 

there is no manual or standard procedure to make a new perfume. High-end brands hire 

people which are known as ‘noses’ to create a fragrance; they give them a concept, a basis of 

origin, for instance, “sunset” or “midnight”. The noses/perfumers make a list of the basic 

ingredients required to represent the concept and finalize the technical components; all of 

                                                      
2Business Guide to Uruguay Round, WTO, 1995 at  http://agropedia.iitk.ac.in/ 
3 https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_natstudy_sme_india.pdf at p.11. 
4 http://www.historyofperfume.net/ 
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which are purely a creative activity. They are allowed to take inspiration from the given 

concept and develop an original scent, which, however is easier said than done. Then, sample 

scent is sent to a lab full of technicians, which further improvise the scent through the 

creation of new olfactory molecules. Fragrance companies rely upon patents to protect 

proprietary molecules which are typically are not valuable because of the beauty of their 

scent, but rather for their capacity to create original, safer, or less costly 

fragrances.5Starwood's Sheraton brand smells like fig, clove, and jasmine, and Westin will be 

infusing its hotel lobbies with a white tea scent by June. Omni Hotels is wafting lemongrass 

and green tea through its lobbies and using scent machines to scent the air of its coffee shops 

with Eau de mochaccino and sugar cookie6. All these brands anticipate that its frequent 

customers will learn to associate this scent with comfortable accommodations, and quality 

services provided by each of them in their respective businesses.  

III. TWO SIDES OF A COIN: PERFUME COPYRIGHT PROTECTION 

The dispute over issuing IP rights to fragrances is linked to the short period of perceptibility 

as it affects its copyrightable capacity7. Consumers may “tune out” the sounds and images of 

a retailer’s trade dress they cannot stop hearing and seeing them unless they block or replace 

the sounds and images. In contrast, humans become habituated to scent relatively swiftly. 

Once we have been appealed to an odor, our awareness of that particular scent vigorously 

becomes weaker even though we are exposed to the same concentration of it in the 

atmosphere. Copyright law is a universal law which basically is a collection of rights 

that automatically vest to someone who creates an original work of authorship – like a 

literary work, song, movie or software. These rights include the right to reproduce the work, 

to prepare derivative works, to distribute copies, and to perform and display the work 

publicly.8The following are a series of points which emphasizes both aspects of copyright 

protection to perfumes: the cons and the benefits.  

1. The process involved in making perfume is an industrial process rather than a creative 

one. It goes through several industrial procedures and changes before being available 

in the market for trade. The creativity is only limited to a concept, which cannot be 

copyrighted. Perfumes are just the result of the simple application of know-how of a 

                                                      
5 Emma Davies, The Sweet Scent of Success, Feb 2009. 
6Sensory and aroma marketing, Esther Sendra-Nadal, Angel A. Carbonell-Barrachina at p52. 
7 https://jipel.law.nyu.edu/vol-5-no-1-6-cronin/#_ftn139. 
8 https://copyrightalliance.org/ca_faq_post/what-is-copyright/ 
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technical procedure. The fragrance’s creation is to be identified with the technical 

process involved in the composition of the substance in which it is contained.9 

However, every kind of art requires a certain technique of know-how of the procedure 

involved. Similar fragrances and similar formulae are two separate concepts. 

Fragrances can be recreated by shifting and mixing different ingredients to create a 

unique scent altogether. A perfume is an artistic expression of a character, concept, or 

personality that cannot be denied copyright protection.  

2. The legal system around the world excludes perfumes as a thing to protect by the 

intellectual property law rights. The Berne Convention, national and international 

laws talk only about the works which appeal to the senses of sight or hearing. 

Creations that belong to other categories of senses are implicitly excluded.  

Having said that, the law which does not exist is no good reason to ignore it 

completely. Although the law does not mention protection of smell, is it capable of 

being amended to suit the changing needs of the society. The Supreme Court of 

Netherlands has ruled in favor of protecting perfumes. Courts around the world can 

observe the rulings of the court of the Netherlands to get a different point of view on 

this matter.  

3. It has been a common notion that it is impossible to determine the originality of 

perfumes. This is because one cannot read or analyze perfumes like music lyrics or a 

painting. It is rather difficult to examine the correct source of its composition because 

it is not in structured contexts. International conventions touching on intellectual 

property, like the TRIPS Agreement and the European Union Trademark Directive, 

do not expressly permit or prohibit copyright protection for scent marks. However, it 

is observed in various orders that international courts and national laws have made it 

difficult or impossible to register them. For instance, the intellectual property statutes 

of France and Germany implicitly obstruct scent mark registrations by limiting 

protection to marks that can be visually represented. In the absence of an objective 

standard that accurately determines whether one scent is too similar to another scent. 

It is difficult to evaluate the similarity of scents when the skill to categorize or 

recognize scents universally is rare to find. That struggle ultimately makes the process 

of bringing an infringement claim to court more cumbersome and riskier than 

traditional copyright litigation. 

                                                      
9 B. Edelman, D. 2009, p. 1183, referring to the Advocate General’s opinion. 
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However, one cannot deny that disputes concerning literary or musical plagiarism 

such as remixes and recreation of old Bollywood are just as tricky and hard to settle. 

The only difference which sets the two apart is that the latter issues are absolute and 

easily understandable while infringement cases of perfumes involve extensive 

research as no proper legislation is available. Perfumes are stored in tangible liquids. 

These liquids have a sufficiently permanent and long shelf life.  Therefore, there 

exists sufficient basis to conclude that, with appropriate provisions perfume may 

satisfy the requirements of copyright subject matter. 

Therefore, the most difficult choice to be made for copyright protection laws for perfumes 

arises from the fact that recipes of different scents may yield more complex chemical 

compounds, but we tend to notice these not as unique new scents and flavors but rather as 

vague blends of the relatively few existing generic categories: “a rosy wine flavor;” “this 

shampoo has a citrus scent.”There exists a plethora of flowery scents and citrusy flavors but 

humans cannot readily extricate among them. Human sensory cannot distinguish among 

various minor changes in the fragrances. Many copyright issues (e.g., reproduction, 

recreation, and public access in the context of alleged infringement) will create interpretation 

problems in most cases. For instance, perfumes are worn by everyone in public; such 

presence of scent in the public may cause unnecessary infringement litigation. All copyright 

laws may be strictly applied to the law relating to perfumes. Hence, whether scents can be 

copyright protected in practice remains questionable. 

IV. COURT DECISIONS ON PERFUME COPYRIGHT ABILITY  

Brands have now become an indicator of quality products. The bigger the brand, the better 

the quality. In the landmark case of Kecofa vs. Lancome10, the question of copyright of 

scented perfume arose. The world-famous brand of perfume, Lancôme, a French cosmetics 

company, sold an exclusive perfume named Trésor (Treasure) worldwide. Another Dutch 

company named Kecofa used to sell a perfume under the name of Female Treasure at a tenth 

of the price since 1993. In 1994, Lancôme initiated proceedings to stop Kecofa by invoking 

its trademark right to the word Trésor, but failed, as the courts found that the trademark was 

not deceptive and consumers were unlikely to confuse the brands. In 2000, the Dutch 

Trademark act was updated; Lancôme appealed the decision to the Hertogenbosch Court of 

Appeal andre-challenged the trademark claiming infringement of its copyright in the 

perfume. Though the trademark claim did not see a win, copyright claim succeeded and 

                                                      
10 Supreme Court of the Netherlands, 16 June 2006.  
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further Supreme Court of the Netherlands held that the scent was protectable by copyright, as 

it: 

i. could be recognized by sensory perception; 

ii. possessed an original character; and 

iii. bore the personal stamp of the author. 

The Dutch Supreme Court concluded that the Dutch Copyright Law does not restrict itself to 

an exhaustive list of things that can be protected. The essential ingredients required to fall 

under the protection ambit are traceability and uniqueness. One must be able to prove that the 

creativity path taken to develop the perfume is original. It is a simple concept; if you can 

bottle it, you can own it. The ingredients used to make a perfume may differ but if the final 

smell is similar to an existing fragrance, the copyright law will protect the original product. A 

perfume which replicates the exact smell of, for instance, orange or lilies, will not be 

protected unless the inventor adds some uniqueness to the smell which makes it distinctive. 

In such cases of infringement of fragrance, the proper approach would be to test the 

ingredients in a lab and ask a bunch of people to smell it for similar fragrance. Perfume 

components capable of having its own and original character and capable of carrying the 

personal mark of its author/creator will only fall under the ambit of copyright protection. 

More importantly, the court was careful to extend protection only to ‘the bottled scent-

generating substance’ rather than to the airborne scent itself, which was considered too 

transient to be copyrighted. The scent itself is the subject of copyright protection, not the 

recipe or the substances11.Therefore, the Supreme Court did not hold that Trésor is 

copyrightable; it merely ruled that smells could, in principle and in general, be considered the 

protected subject matter only if it passes the test of originality. Trésor perfume met the 

requirements for copyright protection to a sufficient degree and court commented that “In a 

perfume, the scent, therefore, has to be distinguished from the mixture of substances which 

the perfume is composed of and which the gaseous olfactory substances which cannot be 

perceived with the olfactory organ are released from when exposed to the open air.” 

In contrast, the French Cassation Court passed a judgment in the case of Bsiri Barbir v. 

Haarmann & Reimer12which ruled that in a judgment that perfumes are not copyrightable 

under French copyright law. In this case, a Frenchman sold counterfeited bottles of Trésor at 

an open-air market in France. Lancôme challenged that the fragrance is a ‘work of the mind’ 

protectable under French copyright law. They argued that a perfume is original work of art, 

                                                      
11 https://www.mend.nl/en/the-scent-and-the-taste-copyright-law/ 
12 Bsiri Barbir v. Haarmann & Reimer, 13th December 2006. 
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and thus protectable because it shows the creativity of its author. However, the court 

unequivocally determined that copyright law only protects creations in their tangible forms 

such as music or art, as these are recognized with sufficient precision to allow their 

communication. Apart from its concept, the fragrance of a perfume is not a work of the mind. 

It does not have itself a form with the characteristic of a work of a mind. The court 

distinguished the act of creating a fragrance from that of perceiving it, finding that while the 

creation of perfume may involve creative intellection beyond technical skills, the original 

thought cannot be broadly communicated because it cannot be sufficiently perceived.Thus, it 

cannot be protected by copyright laws as it is not that perfume fragrance is not copyrightable 

expression.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In light of the aforesaid content, a fragrance, every bit as much as a photograph, a painting, or 

a song, should be subjected to copyright. The copyright protection laws must aim to 

encourage creativity rather than creating hurdles for the innovators. To deprive one’s work of 

art diminishes the essence of IPR laws. However, the issue faced to enact proper legislation 

for the perfume protection arises from the fact that smell may be slightly similar; if found 

infringing; only a few companies shall exist in the market which shall create monopolies. It is 

also true that determining the originality is difficult but cannot be a ground to absolutely deny 

protection to someone’s creative expression. Except in the Netherlands, copyrights offer little 

potential solace to an industry unsettled by the vulnerability of its most valuable intellectual 

property. Still, the legal protections for fragrance remain limited. In India, there has not been 

any suit for perfume protection. Laws will keep modernizing in consonance with the 

advancement of society. What qualifies as a copyrightable scent still remains opaque. 

Reverse engineering can ascertain all procedures and technical skills without infringing 

rights. One must document the development of perfume extensively which may help prove 

that the similarity is coincidental. Copyrights on perfumes should protect only against 

identical or essentially imitations. A carefully defined and limited scope for perfume 

copyrights will create an environment for fair competition while creating the most favorable 

environment for encouraging creativity and continued progress of the perfume industry. The 

Indian legal framework on intellectual property laws is in sync with laws all around the world 

and there is no reason to rule out that jurisprudence on IPR law on the discussed issue will 

not find its way in the Indian legislation. 

***** 


